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ABSTRACT: Lack of band gaps hinders application of graphene
in the fields like logic, optoelectronics, and sensing despite its
various extraordinary properties. In this work, we have done
systematic investigations on direct band gap opening in graphene
by hydrogenation and fluorination of carbon vacancies using the
density functional theory computational approach. We have seen
that although a carbon vacancy (void) opens an indirect band gap
in graphene, it also creates unwanted mid gap (trap) states, which
is attributed to unbound orbitals of the nearest unsaturated carbon
atoms at the vacant site. The unsaturated carbon atoms and
corresponding trap states can degrade the stability of graphene and create band gaps particularly for large size vacancies. We have
proposed that hydrogenation or fluorination of the unsaturated carbon atoms near the vacant site helps in disappearance of the trap
states while contributing to promising direct band gaps in graphene. The opened band gap is tunable in the infrared regime and
persists for different sizes and densities of hydrogenated or fluorinated patterns. In addition, we have also found that the proposed
approach is thermodynamically favorable as well as stable. This keeps the planar nature of the graphene monolayer, despite creation
of defects and subsequent functionalization, thereby making it useful for 2D material-based electronics, optoelectronics, and sensing
applications.

■ INTRODUCTION
Carbon, in the form of graphene,1 has all the potential to
replace conventional semiconductors due to its exceptional
electrical,2 mechanical,3 optical,4 thermal,5 and magnetic6

properties. In spite of these remarkable properties, graphene
is yet not acceptable for logic, optoelectronics, and sensing
applications due to lack of band gaps. Various chemical and
physical methods have been studied7 to create band gaps in
graphene by breaking its lattice symmetry. Hydrogenation,
proposed by Sofo et al.,8 fluorination, proposed by
Samarakoon et al.9 as well as Sahin et al.,10 and oxygen plasma
treatments, explored by Nourbakhsh et al.,11 are some of the
chemical methods in which external element changes hybrid-
ization of carbon from sp2 to sp3, which is attributed to the
chemical interaction of external elements with graphene. This
leads to creation of band gaps due to corresponding loss in
symmetry. This however leads to loss of graphene’s planar
structure by converting graphene into graphane, fluorogra-
phene, and graphene oxide. Fan et al. have studied band gap
opening in graphene by substitutional doping of boron and
nitrogen;12 however, such a precise stoichiometry control
would be experimentally tedious for corresponding substitu-
tional doping of boron and nitrogen. Applications of external
electric field13−15 and strain engineering16,17 are some of the
physical methods demonstrated for band gap opening, which
however are limited to band gaps that are in the meV range
and hence could not be useful for majority of the applications.

Along with these methods, band gaps in graphene can also be
opened by substrate interactions,18−21 metal interactions,22−26

doping,27,28 noncovalent interaction of molecules/chromo-
phores,29,30 and quantum confinement;31 none of them
however attracted engineering community due to limitations
like loss of intrinsic graphene properties, nonplanar structure,
thermodynamic instability, or complex processes.
Carbon vacancies (void engineering) in graphene are also a

promising chemical method to create band gaps.32,33 Pedersen
et al.33 have discussed dependency of graphene band gaps on
the density of the carbon vacancy (antidot). The authors
however did not discuss how the band gap varies with antidot
size. Behavior of trap states due to carbon vacancies and the
stability of graphene with such antidots are also not discussed
in detail in these earlier studies. It is worth highlighting that the
unbound orbitals of the carbon atoms near antidots can easily
react with ambient reactive gases like oxygen, which can
change graphene’s intrinsic properties and can also make it
unstable.34−36 Hence, a promising band gap engineering
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method in graphene is still in demand, which can give
significant band gap tunability without noticeable distortion of
its intrinsic properties as well as planar structure while offering
a reliable and experimentally feasible approach. In this work, by
using density functional theory (DFT)-based computations, we
have done systematic investigations on vacancy-assisted band
gap engineering of graphene while addressing reliability,
stability, and mid-gap (trap) state-related issues using post
defect hydrogenation and fluorination of vacancy sites. We
have shown that an indirect band gap and mid-gap (trap)
states are created in graphene due to carbon vacancies, which
makes the material of lesser use particularly in the case of large
vacancy size. Hydrogenation or fluorination of the vacancy site
eliminates most of the trap states and converts an indirect band
to a direct band, while almost retaining its intrinsic properties
and the planar structure of graphene. The created direct band
gap is in the near infrared regime, which can be tuned by
varying the size and density of the vacancy pattern. In addition,
it is also found to be environmentally stable as well as
thermodynamically favorable.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A 5x5 super cell of pristine graphene (Figure 1a) and the same
super cell with one carbon vacancy (Figure 1b), also called vac.
Graphene hereafter, were investigated. C−C bond length in
the pristine graphene is ∼1.42 Å, which is very close to a
previously reported8,9 bond length value (1.42 Å). The density
of states (DOS) and band structure of pristine graphene
(Figure 1c,d) show zero band gap near the K point (k =
0.715), which, along with the C−C bond length, validates our
simulation setup used subsequently.
The carbon vacancy in graphene breaks its symmetry, which

leaves unbound orbitals in the nearest carbon atoms (1, 2, and
3 in Figure 1b) and makes them unsaturated. Perturbation in
symmetry due to the vacancy breaks the Dirac cone and opens
a band gap at the K point (Figure 1e). Valance band maxima
(VBM) at the M point (k = 0.172) is ∼0.01 eV higher than

VBM at the K point (Figure 1e, inset), which indicates that the
band gap created is indirect in nature with a value of ∼1.43 eV.
It is worth pointing out that the band structure with the

introduced band gap has three intermediate/mid-gap energy
states near the Fermi level. These mid-gap or trap states can
alter the effective band gap, electrical, and optical properties of
corresponding devices, like earlier shown for other 2D
materials as studied by Ansh et al.37,38 and Jiang et al.39

Corresponding DOS analysis reveals that the unbound
orbitals of the unsaturated carbon atoms near the vacant site
have major contributions in the introduction of these mid-gap
(trap) states (Figure 2).

Figure 1. (a) 5 × 5 super cell of pristine graphene, (b) 5 × 5 super cell with the vacancy of one carbon atom (vac. graphene), (c) density of states
(DOS) of pristine graphene, (d) band structure of the pristine graphene, and (e) band structure of the vac. Graphene. 1, 2, and 3 carbon atoms in
(b) are the nearest neighbors of the vacant carbon atom. These are unsaturated C atoms due to the presence of unbound orbitals after the vacancy.
Inset of (e) shows the zoomed in image of VBM, which shows that VBM at the M point is ∼0.01 eV higher than VBM at the K point.

Figure 2. DOS of the 5 × 5 super cell with one carbon vacancy. (a)
Total DOS, (b) DOS of s-orbitals of all the atoms in the super cell,
(c) DOS of p-orbitals of all the atoms in the super cell, (d) DOS of p-
orbitals of the three nearest atoms (1, 2, and 3 in Figure 1b) at the
vacancy site. Fermi level is at zero energy in all the plots.
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Comparison of DOS of the s-orbital and p-orbital (Figure
2b,c) with the total DOS (Figure 2a) confirms that the mid-
gap (trap) state’s density near the Fermi level is majorly due to
p-orbitals. Analysis of total DOS of the p-orbital (Figure 2c) vs
DOS of the p-orbital due to the unsaturated carbon atoms
(Figure 2d) confirms that the p-orbitals of the unsaturated
carbon atoms have leading contribution in the mid-gap (trap)
state’s density near the Fermi energy.
Interaction between unsaturated carbon atoms of vac.

Graphene and oxygen has been studied using Perdew−
Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) form of the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) functional40 along with Grimme D2 van
der Waals (vdW) correction.41 The same is compared with a
similar study for pristine graphene (Figure 3).

Carbon vacancies make the graphene reactive to oxygen at
the vacant site, as also explored Kumar et al. in earlier wok.36

Oxygen is physically adsorbed over the pristine graphene
surface (Figure 3a), whereas it dissociates over graphene near
the vacant site due to availability of unbound orbitals. One of
the dissociated oxygen atoms sits in the same plane as
graphene, whereas the other atom sits above the graphene
plane near the vacant site, which perturbs the planar structure
of graphene (Figure 3b). Thus, vac. Graphene is thermody-
namically less stable (more reactive) from its pristine
counterpart in the presence of reactive gases like oxygen.
These observations confirm that unsaturated carbon atoms of
the vac. Graphene can initiate degradation of graphene near
the vacant site and make it chemically unstable in the presence
of the reactive agents like oxygen.
Hence, we can say that unwanted mid-gap (trap) states and

oxidative sites due to the carbon vacancy makes the vacancy
engineering unreliable for creating band gaps in graphene.
Hydrogenation and Fluorination. Passivation engineer-

ing of unbound orbitals while keeping the introduced band gap
unaltered is the key to overcome the mid-gap (trap) states and
oxidation of graphene. Monovalent nonmetal like hydrogen or
halogen can be suitable agents, which can bond with
unsaturated carbon atoms near the vacant site covalently and
make them relatively inert. We propose to use hydrogen and/
or fluorine for passivation, which is due to their smaller sizes,
thereby enabling them to stay in the same plane as graphene
while leaving least strain after bonding.
Energy-optimized structures of the 5 × 5 × 1 super cell of

hydrogenated graphene (H-graphene) and fluorinated gra-
phene (F-graphene), as shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively,
show that the hydrogen and fluorine atoms deform nearby
rings of the vacant site. C−H bond length and C−F bond
length in the corresponding modules are ∼1.03 and ∼1.27 Å,
whereas the corresponding formation energies are −14.05 and
− 3.15 eV, respectively. Negative formation energies,
calculated using eq 1 below (n = 3), confirm that although
hydrogenation and fluorination strained and disordered the

nearest hexagonal rings in graphene (Figure 4a,b), the
proposed passivation processes are thermodynamically stable
and favorable for vac. Graphene with hydrogen or fluorine
plasma. Disorder in the hexagonal rings due to fluorination is
significant due to large size of the fluorine atom, which can be
mitigated by increasing vacancy size in the graphene film.

Δ = − *

+

E E n E

E
n

(

)
‘ ’ is the number of hydrogen or fluorine atoms in the system

formation final system hydrogen or fluorine atom

vac. Graphene

(1)

Band gaps of hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene were
found to be ∼1.3 and ∼1.04 eV, respectively, which are direct
in nature at the K point (Figure 4c,d). Two of the three mid-
gap (trap) states of vac. Graphene disappeared after
introducing H- or F-based passivation. Although one mid-
gap (trap) state, mainly due to contributions of p-orbitals of all
the carbon atoms, still exists near the Fermi level as shown in
the band structure (Figure 4c,d) and in the corresponding
DOS (Figure S2) plots, overall mid-gap (trap) state effect in
the vac. Graphene is significantly reduced due to hydro-
genation and fluorination. Hydrogenated and fluorinated
graphene are relatively inert as well, in the presence of
ambient oxygen due to unavailability of vacant orbitals near the
defected sites, which has been discussed later.
Band structures of 5 × 5 super cells of hydrogenated

graphene and fluorinated graphene have also been calculated
using the GGA functional (Figure S3) and compared with
corresponding local density approximation (LDA) results.
However, fluorinated graphene shows deformation in the
planar structure to minimize the ring strain (Figure S3), which
however does not persist once vacancy size is increased as
shown later in Figure 10. Comparable band structure and band
gap results of the LDA functional with the GGA functional
confirm the validity of the LDA approach, which has been used
in further explorations to save computational time especially
for larger super cells.

Band Gap Vs Pattern Density. We have explored a 5 × 5
super cell above, which has one carbon vacancy out of 50
carbon atoms. To understand the effect of different vacancy
(pattern) densities over the band gap, super cell size has been

Figure 3. Energy optimized structures of (a) 5 × 5 super cell of
pristine graphene with an oxygen molecule above it; (b) oxygen
molecule near the graphene super cell with a carbon vacancy.

Figure 4. (a) Hydrogenated 5 × 5 super cell of graphene at one
carbon vacancy, (b) fluorinated 5 × 5 super cell of graphene at one
carbon vacancy, (c) band structure of the hydrogenated graphene, and
(d) band structure of the fluorinated graphene.
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increased to 7 × 7, which has one carbon vacancy out of 98
carbon atoms in the super cell (Figure S4a).
Hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene structures (opti-

mized for minimum energy), as shown in Figure S4b,c, and
corresponding band structures (Figure 5b,c) follow a similar

trend as depicted by the 5 × 5 super cell. The band gap of
graphene with only one vacancy is indirect (Figure 5a), while
the hydrogenated and fluorinated structures have a direct band
gap. A lesser band gap in the 7 × 7 super cell as compared to
the 5 × 5 super cell of all the modules (Figure 5d) confirms
that the band gap in the system decreases with a decrease in
hydrogenated or fluorinated pattern density in graphene.
Band Gap Vs Pattern Size. Knocking off one carbon atom

from graphene to create vacancies is a very tedious process
experimentally. To make the study experimental compatible,
the band gap behavior of graphene with large vacancy size has
been explored and analyzed. An 11 × 11 graphene super cell
has been selected for this study so that large size vacancies can
be created for further exploration. The super cell with a 4-C
vacancy and 13-C vacancy has been optimized for minimum
energy (Figure 6a,b), and corresponding band structures have
been computed as shown in Figure 6c,d, respectively.
Band structures of both these modules (Figure 6c,d) show

that multiple mid-gap (trap) states are available in the mid gap
region of the forbidden gap, which affects the usability of the
introduced band gap in graphene. The mid-gap (trap) states
are due to multiple unbound orbitals of the carbon atoms near
the vacant site as discussed in the previous section. Hence, the
large size vacancy created in the experimental process would
also not produce a clear band gap in the graphene.
Hydrogenation or fluorination of the carbon atoms near the

vacant site gives a direct band gap and abolishes most of the
mid-gap (trap) states due to C−H or C−F bonding, which
saturates all the unbound orbitals (Figure 7). Remaining mid-
gap (trap) states, which are almost on the Fermi level, do not
degrade the corresponding device’s electronic properties
significantly due to their deep levels and flat curvatures.
Preferred (Figure S5) one-to-one bonding of hydrogen and
fluorine atoms with the unsaturated carbons is in the plane of

graphene, which validates the presence of sp2 hybridization −
necessary to preserve the planar structure after the bonding
process. The super cells of different vacancy sizes have different
band gap values (Figure 8a). Variation in vacancy size can give
a knob to play with band gap values to make different devices
for different applications. Large vacancy size provides enough
space for bonded hydrogen or fluorine atoms to stay relaxed in
the graphene plane without introducing distortion or strain
into the neighboring hexagons (Figure 7e,f), which gives a
relatively strain-free environment unlike the corresponding
small size vacancy case (Figure 4a,b).
Formation energies of hydrogenation and fluorination

(Figure 8b) processes are calculated using eq 1. The negative
value of formation energy signifies that the processes are
thermodynamically favorable to replicate experimentally using
hydrogen or fluorine ions. Formation energy per atom
increases with an increase in the vacancy due to reduction in
the strain energy of the system having large vacancy size. When
vacancy size is increased, fluorination gains significant
formation energy compared to hydrogenation because multiple
fluorine atoms do not sit like hydrogen atoms in the small
vacancy due to their large sizes. When vacancy size is
increased, fluorine atoms can have enough stress-free space,
which increases corresponding formation energy significantly
due to reduction in strain energy.
Unsaturated carbon due to the vacancy in graphene shows

one-to-one bonding tendency to hydrogen/fluorine in the
presence of corresponding molecules (Figure S5). One-to-one
bonding does not leave any unsaturated orbital near the vacant
site. Lack of unsaturated orbitals should make the system
relatively stable in the presence of external chemically reactive
agents like oxygen. To explore this, interactions of the 11 × 11
super cells (13 C vacancy) of H-Graphene and F-Graphene
with oxygen have been studied using PBE with Grimme D2
van der Waals (vdW) correction.
Oxygen is physically adsorbed over the surfaces near

hydrogenated (Figure 9a) or fluorinated (9b) sites. It does
not dissociate, like we have seen earlier (Figure 3), over vac.
Graphene. The planar structure of graphene is also preserved
in the presence of oxygen near the hydrogenated site, while it is
perturbed slightly near the fluorinated site due to loan pair−
loan pair interactions of oxygen and fluorine (Figure S6).

Figure 5. (a) Band structure of a 7 × 7 super cell of graphene with
one carbon vacancy, (b) band structure of the hydrogenated
graphene, (c) band structure of the fluorinated graphene, (d) band
gap comparison of hydrogenated, fluorinated, and only vac. Graphene
with different cell sizes (pattern density).

Figure 6. (a) 11 × 11 Super cell of graphene with a 4-C vacancy, (b)
11 × 11 super cell of graphene with a 13-C vacancy, (c) band
structure of the 4C-vacancy module, and (d) band structure of the
13C-vacancy module.
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Oxygen is physically adsorbed over the surfaces near
hydrogenated (Figure 9a) or fluorinated (9b) sites. It does
not dissociate, like we have seen earlier (Figure 3), over vac.
Graphene. The planar structure of graphene is also preserved
in the presence of oxygen near the hydrogenated site, while it is

perturbed slightly near the fluorinated site due to loan pair−
loan pair interactions of oxygen and fluorine (Figure S6).
Nonnegative energy values of phonon bands (Figure 9c,d)

calculated using the classical ForceField method42 with the
Tersoff potential profile43 confirm that graphene with a
hydrogenated vacancy is thermodynamically stable. Fluori-
nated graphene can also be predicted to be thermodynamically
stable due to the similar structure of hydrogenated graphene
and existence of the F−C−C− bond in the nature. The
corresponding phonon band structure has not been discussed
here due to computational limitations.
To validate the LDA approach, band structures of 11 × 11

super cells of hydrogenated graphene and fluorinated graphene
have been calculated (Figure 10) using the GGA functional
and compared with corresponding LDA results. Comparable
planar structures and band gaps of hydrogenated graphene and
fluorinated graphene using LDA and GGA methods confirm
that hydrogenation or fluorination of the carbon vacancy can
be a promising process to create a near infrared range direct
band gap in graphene.
We also investigated the chlorine atom (Cl) from the

halogen family for passivation. Despite similar chemistry,
chlorine was found not to be useful for introduction of band
gaps in graphene (Figure S7). Although it created energy gap
at the Dirac point, the Fermi level was found to lie inside the
conduction band, which makes the vac. Graphene−chlorine
system metallic. Bromine (Br) and iodine(I) are not
investigated for passivation due to their very large sizes as
compared to carbon.
Finally, it is also worth highlighting that vacancy creation in

graphene was recently demonstrated experimentally by A.
Meersha et al.44 by using the following approaches: (i) Ar-ion
bombardment or oxygen-ion bombardment inside an ultra-
high vacuum chamber, which is otherwise used for surface
cleaning post lithography, (ii) Ar plasma or oxygen plasma
treatment using a reactive ion etching system, and (iii) local
burning/damage of the graphene lattice using an electron gun
inside an e-beam lithography system. Ar bombardment or Ar-
ion treatment knocks of the carbon atom from the graphene
lattice due to its large size. This is physical removal of the

Figure 7. (a) Hydrogenated 11 × 11 super cell of graphene with a 4-C vacancy, (b) fluorinated 11 × 11 super cell of graphene with a 4-C vacancy,
(c) band structure of the module in (a), and (d) band structure of the module in (b). (e) Hydrogenated 11x11 super cell of graphene with a 13-C
vacancy, (f) fluorinated 11 × 11 super cell of graphene with a 13-C vacancy, (g) band structure of the module in (e), and (h) band structure of the
module in (f).

Figure 8. (a) Band gap and (b) formation energy of the 11 × 11
super cell of hydrogenated and fluorinated graphene with different
vacancy sizes.

Figure 9. Energy-optimized structures of (a) hydrogenated graphene
with an oxygen molecule and (b) fluorinated graphene with an oxygen
molecule. (c) Phonon band structure and (d) phonon density of
states of hydrogenated graphene (1C Vac. 11 × 11 super cell)
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carbon atom. Oxygen bombardment or oxygen-ion treatment
leads to chemical removal of the carbon atom. These two
however produce defects, which are statistically distributed and
indeterministic. On the other hand, an electron gun-based
approach can be used for patterning vacancy/defect regions in
graphene in a deterministic fashion. In addition, use of a high-
energy (>20KeV) electron gun can allow defect size of less
than 1 nm. Similar approaches can be extended for hydrogen/
fluorine plasma-based processing to create the hydrogenated/
fluorinated pattern in graphene for desired band gaps.

■ CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that a band gap created due to the carbon
vacancy in graphene is not practically useful due to the
introduction of mid-gap (trap) states and affinity of the vacant
site with oxygen present in an ambient atmosphere. Hydro-
genation or fluorination of the carbon vacancy has been
subsequently shown to be a promising method, which
eliminates most of the trap states while keeping the introduced
band gap unchanged. The proposed process also overcomes
the reactivity issue of graphene with ambient oxygen. In
addition, while the vacancy-assisted band gap was found to be
indirect, hydrogenation or fluorination of the vacancy site
converted it to a direct band gap, tunable into the infrared
regime. The findings persist for different vacancy sizes as well
as densities of the vacancy pattern. Furthermore, the bonded
hydrogen or fluorine atoms at vacancy sites were found to be
in the same plane as graphene, which helps to preserve its
planar structure. We have also shown that the proposed
processes have negative formation energies, which indicates
that it is thermodynamically favorable for experimental
replications using hydrogen or fluorine plasma. These findings
therefore show usefulness of the proposed approach for
electronics, optoelectronics, and sensing applications.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

All investigations were done using the DFT45-based quantum
computations supported by the QuantumATK package.46−48

For DFT calculation, the super cells were optimized with 0.01
eV/Å force and 0.001 eV/Å3 energy cutoffs. LDA49 was used
in most of the computations to utilize optimum computation
time for larger cells. However, the computed results were also
validated using PBE form of the GGA functional.40,41 10x10x1
k point sampling (Figure 1) for energy optimization and band

structure calculation and 15 × 15 × 1 k point sampling for
DOS calculations were used along with a density mess cutoff of
75 Hartree. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
the calculations to emulate a large area graphene sheet. ∼15 Å
vacuum regions were added to both sides of the graphene
plane to eliminate wave function interaction of alternate planes
in periodic boundary conditions. Band structures are plotted
with normalized ‘κ’, which is along G → M → L → A → G →
K → H → A. The positions of G, M, L, A, G, K, H, and A
points on the k axis are 0, 0.172, 0.258, 0.430, 0.516, 0.715,
0.801, and 1.0, respectively. Fermi energy has been set to zero
in all the band structure and DOS plots. In the band structure
images, bands near the Fermi level are in dark color. Other
bands of the band structures are in gray shade so that the
bands near the Fermi level can be distinguished easily.
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